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ABSTRACT 

 

Researchers have been trying to understand how the human eye works, what causes diseases 

of the eye resulting in blindness and what treatments can be found to treat human eye 

diseases. 

Animals with eyes that are in some way similar to humans’ are used experimentally to search 

for answers. One method of experimentation involves inducing disease into the eye of an 

experimental animal by using moderately intense light. For example, a certain kind of 

accumulative, light induced eye disease which might take 50 years to manifest itself in a human 

eye can be induced in a mouse eye with the use of a Light Toxicity Chamber in less than 24 

hours. 

In the 1960’s, Dr. Noell [1] observed that moderately bright light could be used to induce and 

study such diseases in rats. The Light Toxicity Chamber designed by Dr. Noell is still in use today 

at the VA Hospital in Buffalo New York, almost 50 years later.  

As a Graduate Electrical Engineering student, I was approached by Dr. Gonzalez Fernandez of 

the Buffalo VA Medical Center, regarding the likelihood of whether I could design and build a 

better Light Toxicity Chamber than Dr. Noell's. 

I agreed to try; thus, this paper is the record of what I have accomplished. 
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In essence, I designed and built a Light Toxicity Chamber capable of blinding mice faster, with 

more impact and at a fraction of the energy compared to Dr. Noell’s, while not polluting the 

laboratory with intense stray light, as his Light Toxicity Chamber does. Furthermore, my design 

allowed for the flexibility of a wide range of light intensities, which was not allowed in Dr. 

Noell’s design. 

The greater performance my design achieved was due to abandoning Dr. Noell’s original open 

frame design and replacing it with an enclosed design, made possible by recent developments 

in LED light sources. Surface mounted LED’s are more compact, easier to manage thermally, 

and more color/wavelength controllable than the fluorescent light bulbs and color filters Dr. 

Noell employed in his design. 
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THE BACKGROUND: CHAPTER 1.1  
THE RATIONALE FOR LIGHT DAMAGE 
EXPERIMENTS ON THE EYES OF LIVING MICE 
 
 
A typical light damage experiment using a light toxicity chamber often involves mice which are 

first defective in some genetic manner, thus less hearty. Often, the mice are placed in un-

natural lighting, prior to the toxic exposure, e.g. darkness for a week, with the purpose of over-

sensitizing the eyeball to light. At this point, the mouse is placed in the light toxicity chamber 

usually during a time which overlaps when the mouse would be sleeping, thus disrupting its 

normal sleep and bodily repair cycle. The light intensities used are typically less bright than one 

would experience when sitting in shade on a sunny day, but brighter than an office. Also, the 

light used to damage the mouse retina is often just colored light, not UV light, as the chamber I 

built uses very pure bluish-green light. 

 

If one were to place a healthy, wild, field mouse in the stressful situation and exposure of a light 

toxicity chamber for a day or week, damage to the retina would not be detected. However, a 

genetically weakened mouse, such as an albino, would display incredible retinal damage: 

special cells in the eye would have died with no hope of ever being replaced.   

 

Some persons, due to age, genetics or environmental insults suffered over time, are like this 

albino mouse, whereas other persons are more like the healthy, wild, field mouse. 
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There are numerous diseases of the human eye, each with its own set of hardships. Some of 

these hardships are correctable or tolerable, while others are devastating. When disease 

involves the death of tissues that do not regenerate, resulting in permanent loss of function, 

the situation is particularly hopeless. 

 

The eyeball has special cells that typically last a lifetime. These special cells maintain their 

robustness by daily shedding worn and possibly toxically contaminated cellular components, in 

addition to the usual discharge of waste chemicals. Despite this marvelous feature which 

ensures these special cells’ longevity, most aged persons will lose some of these cells, but some 

unfortunate persons will lose enough of these special cells to greatly affect their sight, even 

during youth or middle age. 

 

Although much is known about what stresses these special cells, and what can weaken or 

strengthen these special cells, it is still not known why some special cells die while others 

survive stress [2]. Pondering on this question, researchers have ingeniously experimented on 

laboratory animal eyes.  

 

It is hoped that Light Damage Experiments done on mice will help answer the question as to 

why these special eye cells die in humans, and how this cellular death can be prevented. 
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THE BACKGROUND: 1.2 
SIGHT DEFINED 
 
 
To greater appreciate why animal experiments are done with Light Toxicity Chambers, it is 

helpful to have some degree of understanding of what sight is. The following explanation is 

narrowed in scope to focus primarily on processes that exist near the leading edge of a long 

chain of events that constitute sight. This narrowed, focused, and oversimplified explanation 

defining what sight is intended to overlap the narrowed contexts of where Light Toxicity 

Chambers have their effectiveness to cause Retinal Degeneration due to light induced cell 

death, and where normal healthy vision occurs. This is not a comprehensive definition of sight. 

 

Sight is when light is focused on a surface arrayed with photosensitive electrical elements which 

exudes an electrical signal response from each of the electrical elements that absorbed light. 

This simplified description is equally true for the human design you can buy at the digital 

camera store and the natural design found in the eyes of living beings. In both cases, the 

electrical response of these photosensitive electrical elements is photovoltaic, meaning that 

light causes voltage to occur, and greater light intensity causes a higher voltage signal. 

 

For a man-made photovoltaic element, the ability to produce a voltage from an absorbed 

photon arises from a photon having enough energy to break a chemical bond in some semi-

conductive bulk material, thus allowing an electron and its “absence” (referred to as a “hole”) 
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to be free to wander in opposite directions under the influence of an electric field. The electric 

field is produced by two dissimilar bulk materials touching each other, as each material has its 

own affinity for free un-bonded electrons and holes. In this kind of photovoltaic element, the 

best signal it can produce is one electron for every one absorbed photon, and the voltage of the 

one electron device would be derived from the amount of energy required to break the 

chemical bond of the bulk material. In other words, if it takes 1 electron volt of energy to break 

the chemical bond in the bulk material, the best we can expect from such a photovoltaic 

element would be 1 volt, and the ability to supply one electron of current for every one photon 

absorbed. But, taking parasitic capacitance and leakage currents into effect, it would be hard to 

realize such a good device with this performance because, normally, in order to detect one 

photon, amplification of the signal from the photovoltaic element would have to be 

incorporated. This photovoltaic explanation briefly describes how digital cameras ‘see’ and 

solar cells produce electricity. 

 

The natural photovoltaic elements in the eye, arrayed on the surface called the retina of the 

eye, are the living rod and cone cells. These natural photovoltaic photoreceptors work 

differently than man-made semiconductor photovoltaic elements and naturally possess the 

amplification ability. Therefore, a rod cell in a human eye can detect one photon of light 

without the need for further amplification. What follows is a simplified photo-chemical 

description behind the photovoltaic behavior of rod and cone cells which will be useful to the 

discussion. 
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Rod and cone cells are always using bio-chemical energy, busily pumping out metal ions 

through the cell membrane at one end of the cell, while these metals ions easily leak back in at 

the other end. This pumping occurs if the cell is, or is not, absorbing photons. 

 

In darkness, each of these cells looks like a battery shorted, as the short circuit will not allow for 

a voltage to increase between the interior and exterior of the cell membrane. As the metal ions 

that leave by pumping are replaced by the metal ions that leak back in, the concentration of 

metal ions on either side of the cell membrane tends to stabilize.  This “electrical short,” or 

heavy electrical current of ions, occurs when no photons are being absorbed and is exactly the 

opposite effect of man-made photovoltaic elements which produce no electrical current when 

there are no photons, but both systems share the zero voltage increase during darkness. 

 

However, when a photon is absorbed by a rod or cone cell, the cell membrane transitions from 

being a conductor of ions to a dielectric. Thus, in essence, the membrane is now a capacitor. 

Increasing the number of photons absorbed by the rod or cone cell, increases a chemical 

reaction in the cell membrane to close channels, stopping ions seeking to leak in. Still, the 

process of pumping out ions continues even though the membrane becomes more resistive to 

ions entering. The result is in an increase of ion concentration difference between the interior 

of the membrane and the exterior of the membrane, thus an increase of voltage appears across 

the cell membrane. This is how the photovoltaic effect occurs in rod and cone cells. 
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For example, the rod cell in a human normally has about 40 millivolts across the cell membrane 

when no photon is absorbed. With one photon absorbed, there is about a 1 millivolt increase, 

with 30 photons absorbed, the rod is half saturated, and, at near full saturation, the rod can 

produce about 80 millivolts across the cell membrane [3]. 

 

Because the rod and cone cells contain large electrical currents during darkness as opposed to 

the manmade digital camera photovoltaic elements, the signal to noise ratio of the eye is 

superior to the digital camera [4]. Electrical noise is the electrical signal generated by heat 

(shaking atoms) that is superimposed on top of the intended signal. Because rods and cones in 

darkness have a large number of charge-carrying ions migrating by pumping, the noise signal 

current generated by heat is small in comparison to this pumping current. Conversely, a digital 

camera photovoltaic element produces zero current when no photon is absorbed, and the 

noise signal is large compared to the intended signal. Therefore, in low lighting, digital cameras 

produce pictures with “snow” superimposed on them, unless of course we cool the camera 

with liquid helium or nitrogen as done with super telescopes that peer into space. 

 

In addition to being a good low light device, the eye also has a large dynamic range due to the 

logarithmic chemical amplifier within the rod and cone cells that controls the cell membrane’s 

resistivity. Having a logarithmic sensitivity means that the eye greatly amplifies dark images, 

but, as more and more light is available, the gain of the chemical amplifiers is reduced to 

prevent the photovoltaic cells from saturating. Thus, the eye has great sensitivity with a huge 

dynamic range.  
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In humans, the chemical amplifier within the rod cell has roughly 300 times more gain than the 

cone cells but has a very slow chemical reset or “shutter speed” *3+ [4]. Thus, rod cells enable 

slow motion, colorless, night vision, while the cones cells enable fast moving, color, day vision, 

and both rods and cones work together in lighting that is in between daylight and darkness.  In 

humans, there are 3 different kinds of cone cells, allowing for color vision, as each kind of the 3 

cone types is especially sensitive to its own range of colors. 

 

For the sake of completeness, the following is a sketch description of the chemical steps 

involved in the photovoltaic and signal amplifying effect in a rod cell, without explaining the cell 

‘reset’ chemistry. The full description of each chemical acronym is not mentioned. 

 

In humans, the rod cell membrane voltage is determined by the many cell membrane channels 

that allow metal ions to leak in. These channels are chemically controlled to remain open by 

cGMP molecules within the cell, but, if an enzyme hydrolyzes cGMP to become GMP, this signal 

chemical is reduced within the cell and the membrane channels close, increasing resistivity and 

voltage across the cell membrane.   

 

PDE is the molecule enzyme that hydrolyzes cGMP.  One molecule of PDE can interact with and 

turn off about 1000 cGMP molecules (prior to this process being terminated), which constitutes 

the second stage of chemical amplification in this amplification process. PDE, prior to being an 

active enzyme, was being inhibited by its molecular gamma subunits. Activation required 
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joining its gamma subunits to the liberated alpha subunits of transducin molecules, which 

transducin alpha subunits each was already joined as a complex to an individual GTP molecule. 

 

The transducin alpha subunit, prior to its liberation from the transducin molecule and its union 

with the GTP molecule, was originally part of a regulatory protein, called transducin. As a 

combination of the beta and alpha subunits, the complete transducin molecule was joined to a 

GDP molecule. What caused the transducin molecule to lose its alpha subunit and the alpha 

unit to shed the GDP molecule in favor of a GTP molecule? It was when the transducin molecule 

interacted with a photo activated rhodopsin molecule. 

 

Each photo activated rhodopsin molecule is capable of dissociating about 100 transducin 

molecules (before this process is terminated), liberating the transducing alpha subunit and 

causing the subunit to trade GDP for GTP [4] [5]. In a rod cell, there are many rhodopsin 

molecules located within the membrane of an intercellular structure called a ‘disc’. The large 

rhodopsin molecule looks like a hollow bird cage made with twisted bars, and this whole 

structure juts thru the intercellular membrane that separates the interior of the intercellular 

disc structure from the rest of the interior of the rod cell, as the rhodopsin molecule is 

somewhat longer than the thickness of the disc membrane it penetrates. A rod cell has many of 

these rhodopsin covered disc structures, which are stacked like cards at the rod cell’s most 

extreme end. It is here on the discs that light is absorbed by the rhodopsin molecule, which 

initiates the photovoltaic effect. This photovoltaic effect is sight. 
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Rhodopsin is a photonic crystal molecule capable of capturing a photon of light and transferring 

the photon’s energy to a specific location in the rhodopsin molecule to perform an exact act, 

not a random event. Being a photonic crystal means that the shape, size and the geometry of 

this molecule is what gives it its photonic properties and not its bulk chemistry [6] [7]. 

 

When a photon is captured by the hollow bird-cage-like rhodopsin molecule, a molecular 

subunit within this cage, called retinal, transforms from an L-shaped molecule to a straightened 

molecule. This causes the retinal to detach from the interior of the rhodopsin cage and to move 

out through the cage: out and away from both the rhodopsin molecule and the intercellular 

disc structure and into the remaining interior of the rod cell. The rhodopsin molecule 

accomplishes this straightening of the retinal (a form of vitamin A) subunit by focusing the 

photon energy exactly on a specific double carbon bond in the retinal and causing it to rotate 

180 degrees, like a nano-sized robot arm straightening itself out. The non-retinal remaining 

rhodopsin molecule is merely called opsin. 

 

 Once this detachment process has started, the opsin undergoes a rapid progression of steps 

resulting in a change of its shape. Due to its new shape, this is the molecule that dissociates 

many transducin molecules, which constitutes the first step in the chemical amplification 

process.  This entire chemical process, described above, is similar in cone cells. 
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THE BACKGROUND: 1.3 
LIGHT INDUCED SIGHT DEGENERATION 
DEFINED 
  

 

Whether it’s a digital camera or the human eye, there are multiple parts involved such as: 

focusing elements, aperture adjusting elements, signal processing electrical elements, and 

signal transport electrical elements. Regardless of the fact that these multiple elements are also 

exposed to light, it is true that almost all of the light that enters the eye or camera is absorbed 

by the photosensitive, photovoltaic, photoreceptor elements. This is an important point for this 

makes the photoreceptive elements the most susceptible elements to light damage in the eye 

or digital camera.  

 

These other non-photoreceptive parts of the retina will be discussed within a context to help 

understand the profound nature of light induced sight damage. 

 

The light receiving surface of the eye which holds the array of photovoltaic rod and cone cells is 

also layered with electrical signal processing and signal transport cells. This is because the 

photovoltaic signals need to be transported to the brain via an electric highway called the optic 

nerve. The optic nerve provides roughly only an overall average of 1 signal pathway to the brain 

per 150 photoreceptor cells in the eye [8], thus maintaining the optic nerve’s thinness and 

flexibility: a necessity for the eyeball to be able to rotate in its socket . The absolute spatially 
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correlated ratio of photoreceptor cells to optic nerve paths to the brain drops to 2.5 

photoreceptors per signal path for the area of the retina which services the dead center portion 

of vision, which happens to possess the greatest visual acuity of the eye [9]. This ratio gradually 

soars to many thousands of photoreceptors per signal pathway as one moves out to extreme 

periphery of sight on the retina, where acuity is the least [10]. 

 

Because there are fewer signal paths to the brain than there are photoreceptors on the retina 

of the eye, multiplexing and data compression is necessary. 

 

The optic nerve is comprised of the axons of the signal transport ganglion cells which inhabit 

the retina, however, the photoreceptor cells do not directly contact and transfer data to the 

ganglion signal pathway cells. Instead, they first feed the signals to the bipolar and horizontal 

cells; then, the signal passes to the amacrine cells and finally to the ganglion cells. These other 

cells located on the retina, not the ganglion and photoreceptor cells; perform the data 

compression and multiplexing. This is achieved by simplifying the data to only contain imaging 

edge detection information and then passing this data set to the ganglion cells covering the 

retina. These ganglion axons eventually collect as a nerve bundle, which then routes the edge 

detection data to the brain which ultimately performs the “fill in” to complete the image. 

 

It is a strange fact that all of this signal processing and routing circuitry on the retina is exposed 

to the light and taking up room with the photoreceptors on the retina, but even stranger is that 

the natural design inversely layers these devices, and it does not at least place them alongside 
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each other.  This surprising layering is in such a manner that the light must first pass through a 

layer of ganglion signal transport nerves, then through a layer of amacrine cells, next a layer of 

bipolar cells followed by horizontal cells and finally reaches the photoreceptor cells, but from 

the wrong end. The light enters the non-photosensitive end of the photoreceptor cells and 

passes through the entire length of these elongated, thin cells before the photons are absorbed 

at the very tip of the cells. 

 

Fortunately, the small blood flow in retinal capillaries and all the signal processing and signal 

transporting circuitry on the retina is very transparent. Thus, most of the light is absorbed by 

the rhodopsin molecules embedded upon the stacks of discs found inside the photoreceptive 

rod and cone cell tips. 

 

It is at this point that an appreciation for light damage has a meaningful context in that the light 

damage action spectrum matches the absorption spectrum of rhodopsin equally as well as the 

action spectrum to detect light also matches this same absorption spectrum of rhodopsin [1] 

[2]. Both sight and light damage are initiated at the site of the rhodopsin molecule as this is 

where the photon is absorbed. 

 

The purpose of the natural layering design, by physically inverting all of the components on the 

retina, is to maximize the probability of photon detection against the likelihood of photon 

caused destruction. Light absorbed creates both intended and unintended consequences. The 

light energy absorbed by the rhodopsin has some probability of being misrouted and causing 
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free oxygen to form peroxides which can damage DNA, or causing two vitamin A molecules to 

join to make a toxic form of double vitamin A [2]. Light, being energy, has the potential to be a 

destructive force, but the inverted arrangement of retinal components ensures the retina’s 

robustness. For, as compared to roof mounted solar cells which generally have about a 20 year 

endurance to light absorption, the human retina after twenty years is barely worn. How can this 

be? 

 

The photoreceptive, photovoltaic rod and cone cells last a lifetime, never replaced, but these 

cells do regenerative, daily, preventative maintenance. In humans, during morning hours, the 

rod cells discharge and shed the oldest photoreceptive discs formed in the cell usually formed 

about 10 days earlier, while forming and producing new intercellular discs daily. The cone cells 

perform the same preventive maintenance but at dusk. The shed discs are then engulfed, 

dissolved and removed by the retinal pigmented epithelium. This routine of removing worn, 

possibly intoxicated discs, and building new ones, in addition to the normal continuous removal 

of chemical waste, is what maximizes the robustness of the cell, but why is the photoreceptive 

cell inverted? 

 

The retinal pigmented epithelium layer is the cellular platform that the retina is built on, and is 

a very vascular layer, which layer cradles the photoreceptive disc-containing tips of the rod and 

cone cells. In this area of very rich blood supply, the discs are shed, dissolved and carried away. 

Had the discs been shed in another place, say, by not having the direction of the photoreceptive 

cells inverted but rather facing the light’s incoming direction, the rich vascular mechanisms for 
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disc breakdown and removal would not be present, and such extraordinary preventive 

maintenance would not be possible. 

 

Light induced damage is a typical daily event offset by a regenerative process. However, if for 

some reason the scales tip in favor of light induced damage, then light induced sight 

degeneration may occur. Light induced sight degeneration is the result of cellular death, 

specifically, the photoreceptive rod and cone cells. These are the cells containing rhodopsin 

which captures the photons that can produce an action spectrum of destruction, as well as 

detection. 

 

Light (in the context of this paper) kills the photon absorbing rods and cones photo-chemically, 

not thermally, nor thermo-acoustically, while leaving the transparent ganglion, amacrine, 

bipolar and horizontal retinal cells and the retinal pigmented epithelium cells unharmed. But, 

should an extreme die-out occur in the rod and cone cell layer, the degree of chemical cleanup 

left behind can also overwhelm and cause death in the retinal pigmented epithelium cells 

which, in turn, can undermine the survival of the ganglion, amacrine, bipolar and horizontal 

cells. Light intensities can also be intermediate without causing death but can leave behind 

permanent damage. For example, when the intensity of light causes rod or cone cells to shed an 

unusually high percentage of its discs, it may render these cells unable to rebuild enough discs 

to replenish their number back to the norm, thus reducing the light absorption properties of 

these cells [2].  
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THE BACKGROUND: 1.4  

THE HISTORY AND DESIGN FEATURES OF DR. 
NOELL'S LIGHT TOXICITY CHAMBER 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1.4.1: Full-view of Operational 1960’s Light Toxicity Chamber 
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Figure 1.4.2: Head-view of 1960’s Light Toxicity Chamber 

 

Before an animal is subjected to an experiment, the imposed stress on the animal is weighed 

against the potential benefits of the experiment. Whether to proceed with a particular 

experiment is ultimately decided by a committee with the purpose of remaining within 

compliance of animal treatment laws and decency. Once decisions are made, they are 

documented as protocols, so modifications of the experiment are avoided as all future versions 

of the same experiment will stay within the guidelines of what has been agreed upon by the 

committee. Modifications of protocols are by committee action and go through an examination 

process again. 
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Figure 1.4.3: Tail view of 1960’s Light Toxicity Chamber 

 

The final design decisions of a light toxicity chamber are aimed to both satisfying the committee 

as well as causing light damage. 

 

Although the wooden base on Dr. Noell’s version of the light toxicity chamber is not up to 

today’s standard for cleanliness and wash-ability, and is grandfathered in, the other obvious 

and subtle design factors are clearly up-to-date and totally committee satisfying while also well 

serving light damage experiments. 
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As required, the animal must have constant access to water; thus, a waterer is available at the 

head end, and the animal’s requirements regarding temperature, humidity and number of air 

exchanges within the chamber necessitate the fan at the head end. 

 

In rat and mouse cages, bedding is supplied and changed to separate an animal from its waste, 

as this is another requirement, but Dr. Noell’s design fulfills this function via a metal grate for 

the animal to stand on, and the whole apparatus is tipped toward the tail end so liquid waste 

will simply run out of the tube. Food is simply placed on the grate. 

 

The 6 fluorescent tubes operating consume 192 watts of electricity to produce a nonadjustable 

1,700 LUX of light for the chamber. Mice and rats have peak rod sensitivity to cyan light; thus, 

Dr. Noell used a green tube to filter out the unwanted colors, leaving available a peak color of 

530 nm green within a bandwidth of 90 nm [1].  

 

Even though the green plastic tube is clear and not fogged, allowing an animal to view in 

between the fluorescent tubes, and regardless there is no light source at the ends of the tube, 

the animal’s random movements and gazes tend to blur and erase these imperfections, thereby 

creating consistent and predictable experimental results with Dr. Noell’s design. 

 

Also, the aging of the fluorescent lamps resulting in lower light output and color shift is not 

great enough to need compensation as the amount of light is understood as a rough range. 
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Dr. Noell’s rat experiments were in the hundreds: varying animal temperatures, using different 

color filter tubes in the light toxicity chamber (also using a smaller 3 tube version of what I’ve 

shown above) and different light sources. On occasion, his methods included constraining and 

anesthetizing the rats, thus allowing for a more direct and controllable amount of precise light 

to be introduced in the eye [1]. 

 

So, the use of a light toxicity chamber is a weighted decision as there are better engineered 

techniques to introduce more exact amounts of light into the eye, but this is weighed against 

animal stress and its justifiability.  

 

The Researcher in essence has a “stress margin account” and must decide how and where to 

spend it. The greater argued and believed benefit of an experiment deposits wealth into the 

stress margin account, and the induced stress on the animal withdraws from the account. In 

many cases, precision may be sacrificed by leaving animals to roam free and non-drugged to 

save “stress margin” for other items. 

 

One example of Dr. Noell’s stress account spending while using the 6 tube light toxicity 

chamber above looked like this: for nine weeks each day, rats would receive a special diet and 

injection regime with night lighting set at zero LUX for 12 hours and day lighting at a very dim 

20 LUX for 12 hours. Then, this 9 week cycle would be followed by a 24 hour dark period and 

finished with a bright 24 hour period of 1,700 LUX in the light toxicity chamber. The animal 

would then be sacrificed, and tissues collected for a LPO assay [12]. 
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Dr. Noell’s light toxicity experiments are credited with greatly advancing the understanding of 

the mechanisms of certain eye diseases and set the stage for future innovative light induced 

damage experiments. It was to his credit that he discovered this photochemical connection to 

light and death in the retina. His invention of the Light Toxicity Chamber is a great scientific 

contribution. 

.  

Figure 1.4.4: The late Dr. Werner Noell [12] 
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THE PRESENT: CHAPTER 2.1 
DESIGN FEATURES OF THE REDESIGNED LIGHT 
TOXICITY CHAMBER 
 
Further Design features are discussed in detail in the Operators Manual in Appendix A. 
 

As noted earlier, Dr. Noell’s light toxicity chamber is an open design. Advantages of his design 

are less weight and cost and the lamps cool passively. The disadvantages are it requires more 

light and electrical energy as each photon that passes through the habitat volume that is not 

absorbed doesn’t get a second or third pass through. (The redesigned chamber roughly allows 

for 5 passes on average per photon due to reflection in the enclosure). Also, there is the 

problem of stray light interfering with another light toxicity chamber experiment if they were 

placed near each other. A performance improvement over this design would be an enclosed 

design, although it would add weight and cost. 

 

The redesigned chamber design features were inspired by the optical integrating sphere, which 

is a device that is typically used for super-efficient coupling of light from a light source to a light 

sink, which is the case when accurate measurement of a light bulb is done.  One small sensor 

can capture almost all of the radiated light from a lamp if both items are placed within an 

integrating sphere.  An integrating sphere is nothing more than a hollow volume, whose interior 

is coated with a near perfect reflective surface that only allows one exit path for the light, and 

that unique exit path is the absorbing sensor, hence almost all of the light is coupled to the 

sensor. The sensor could be placed in any location and face any direction within the sphere and 
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would always see the same amount of light as this amount is always 100% of what the light 

source is radiating. The light in this sphere is perfectly homogeneous, which is the ideal case 

when doing light toxicity experiments. 

 

Figure 2.1.1: The Optical Integrating Sphere [14] and Its Giving Birth to Inspiration 

 

Although others have also been inspired by the integrating sphere by literally placing a mouse 

in such a sphere to do light toxicity experiments, the first hurdle one will encounter is the tens 

of thousands of dollars an optical integrating sphere costs as such a sphere gets large enough to 

fit the air exchange, food, water and space requirements of a mouse experiment. This 

inspiration was only a guide for the redesigned chamber of this paper. My theory is that an 

imperfect optical integrating sphere could be reasonably constructed with adequate 

performance by changing the sphere to a box whose internal surface is white powder coat. 

 

The second inspiration for this redesigned chamber was how to use the “stress margin” wisely. 

By leaving the mouse in its well suited cage complete with wood bedding that is already 

committee approved, and not creating a new habitat that would have to go through committee 

analysis, might retain more stress margin that could be spent on brighter exposures. This is why 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/93/Commercial_Integrating_Sphere.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/93/Commercial_Integrating_Sphere.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/93/Commercial_Integrating_Sphere.jpg
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incorporating the existing mouse cage into the light toxicity chamber was chosen. Since the 

cage already in use is transparent plastic, simply sand blasting this surface to frost it would 

cause a further diffusion of light to increase the homogeneity of light lost due to the 

imperfections of the optical integrating redesigned chamber’s enclosure. Such flaws arise from 

an internally coated chamber enclosure surface with less than a 100% reflective material, which 

flawed integrating structure also contains maze-like vents for cooling air egress and exodus, 

which allows for some light leakage. To overcome the existing cage’s non-symmetrical and 

complex shaped objects within it, would require that the lights illuminating within the chamber 

will have to be variable to compensate for shadowing. Therefore, I experimented first with four 

separate adjustable light zones, but later concluded that eight would be better. 

Figure 2.1.2: Mouse Cage 

 
Figure 2.1.3: Four Controls versus Eight Controls 
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The entire design is made from two main parts, the chamber clam and the light engines holder 

rack. 

The clam is made from 10 gauge welded steel only because this was the easiest and fastest way 

to make a rigid box. Although aluminum was my first choice, I didn’t have the time to master 

working with it. 

 

Figure 2.1.4: Chamber Clam Only Prior to Fan Installation 

The light rack is completely separate so that another rack of another color LED light could be 

simply placed on the same clam if desired. The light rack is made from ¼ inch machined 

extruded aluminum flats and angle stock. This material facilitates the heat removal from the 

LED’s.   
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Furthermore this light rack height is positioned at the top edge of the cage to purposely put the 

heat sources higher than the inhabited volume of the cage.  (For more information on the 

actual machining and construction of the light engine holder rack see Appendix B). 

 

Figure 2.1.5 Light Engines Holder Rack Only 

Originally, I hoped that convection alone would adequately move the heat out of the chamber, 

but the committee members insisted that I needed to place fans in the clam. So, I later added 9 

fans and discovered much of the surface heating in cage is caused neither by convection nor 

conduction but directly by light radiation. Placing in all the fans turned out to be the right idea: 

otherwise the interior of the cage would start to heat up instantly directly from light radiation. 
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Figure 2.1.6: Clam and Light Engine Rack Holder and Cage Installed Ready for Use at the VA 

 

I performed many temperature experiments as it was absolutely critical that the ambient air 

temperature inside the cage not go above 6 degree F of the VA’s laboratory air temperature. I 

constructed a chart which lists the expected air temperature rise as per selection of required 

light intensity (see Appendix A). Select LUX points versus temperature were found 

experimentally and the rest were interpolated for the chart, using the curve fitting equation 

generating function in Excel. The method of recording experimental temperature rise was done 

using a dual probe thermometer which would record the greatest difference. This method is 

not immune to error as the air temperature rise in my home laboratory rises faster than the 
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temperature in the chamber. This temperature rise was due to the home heating furnace 

cycling on, as it was winter. With the room heating up faster than the chamber, this distorts the 

temperature difference by under reporting the heating in the chamber. But the air in the home 

laboratory also cooled faster than the interior of the chamber in-between winter heating 

furnace cycles. This distortion exaggerated the temperature difference in the chamber and this 

over-reported number would then be stored in the thermometer. This means that my chart errs 

on the side of caution. 

 

If the heating and cooling temperature cycles in the VA laboratories are shallower and slower 

than my home laboratory, then the temperature rise numbers predicted in the Operator’s 

Manual (Appendix A) are overly cautious.  I am very confident they can use this chamber 

without having to worry about heat stress affecting either the wellbeing or the experimental 

results of a mouse.  (Noell found that heat stress greatly enhanced light stress [1]). 

 

Regarding the selection of surface mount LEDs as the light source, this decision was made to 

enhance performance beyond Dr. Noell’s design which used fluorescent tubes and filters, 

although it is more expensive. With LEDs, there is more color purity, 30nm versus Dr. Noell’s 

90nm bandwidth, and greater color selection, 505nm cyan versus 530nm green (mouse rod 

sensitivity peaks approximately at 510nm). Also LEDs have greater lifetime (50,000 hours at 

30% degradation versus 25,000 hours at 50% degradation), are very suitable for adjustable light 

output and can be populated more densely to concentrate greater light in a given volume.  

Surface mounted LEDs are roughly 50 times less expensive per watt than ‘through the hole’ 
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LEDs, but they are harder to solder, requiring expensive pre-heating equipment, hot air 

penciling, refrigerated and limited shelf life soldering paste and heat sinking for operation. 

(There is a wealth of information on the LED selected in Appendix c).  

.

Figure 2.1.7: Adjustable Constant Current LED Drive Circuitry 
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The redesigned chamber has the flexibility of producing LUX values higher (10,800 LUX) and 

lower (500 LUX) than Dr. Noell’s fixed design (1700 LUX). This requires LED drive circuitry: the 

adjustable constant current source schematic pictured above is the circuit I designed for this 

task. This circuit drives eight LED’s in series which requires 2 light engines, four LED’s apiece.  

This circuit is repeated 8 times for a grand total of 16 light engines containing 64 LEDs in all. The 

totality of the electronics is held on two circuit cards. 

Figure 2.1.8: Twin Quad LED Driver Circuit Cards 

The light engines are removable and replaceable, covered with frosted polycarbonate plastic 

and constructed on ¼ inch aluminum flat, that serves also as a heat sink. The aluminum is 

overlaid with two sided heat conductive heat sink adhesive tape, and then copper shim stock is 
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cut and placed on top of the tape. All parts are cleaned with acid (white vinegar) before 

assembly.  The LED is dropped into position; then, with a syringe, the refrigerated solder paste 

is applied.  

Figure 2.1.9: Experimental 3 LED Light Engine Later Abandoned For the 4 LED Light Engine 

The timing and temperatures for the application of heat is critical: the whole unit has to reach a 

standing temperature within a window of time that allows the organic chemistry in the solder 

paste to wet, deoxidize, dry and clear before melting the metal while not overheating the LED 

and destroying it. 

 
Figure 2.1.10: Component Placement Ready for Solder Paste to Be Melted 
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 Once the heated chemistry in the paste has fulfilled its mission, the hot air pencil is used just 

long enough (about a second) to heat the gray dry solder paste into a bright and shiny solder 

puddle that’s fully melted just long enough to bond the parts.  

 
 

 
Figure 2.1.11: Properly Preheated Then Hot Air Penciled Solder Joints 

 
This process involves expensive equipment, syringed solder paste, a hot air pencil, a quality, 

accurately temperature controlled hotplate and a large stop watch, a clear mind, well rested 

eyes, steady hands and no distractions. (For more information on the temperature windows for 

soldering the LEDs, see Appendix C:  Reflow Soldering Characteristics). 

 

By design, the two-sided adhesive tape mentioned above, reacts and tremendously bonds to 

the surfaces when heated. (For more information on this tape see Appendix D). 
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THE PRESENT: 2.2  
PERFORMANCE OF THE REDESIGNED 
CHAMBER 
 

 

Dr. Fliesler of the Veterans Hospital, in Buffalo New York, was the first one to use the 

redesigned chamber on mice. He placed two sets of mice, 3 at a time, through an exposure 

period in the redesigned chamber. Three at a time is a requirement of the committee as mice 

are social animals, and placing only one or two mice at a time in the chamber would consume 

too much “stress margin”. It is understood that the mice will tend to bed and shade each other. 

This is the acceptable compromise of accuracy versus the ease to have permission granted to 

perform an experiment. 

 

The first set was exposed to 3200 LUX for 24 hours and the second set for 48 hours, then all 

were allowed to recover for 3 weeks before being sacrificed and the eyes dissected to see what 

happened. All of the mice are genetically the same and defective, as albinos, and a 7th mouse 

was preserved from the light toxicity chamber so as to have a comparison of exposure versus 

non-exposure. 

 

Dr. Fliesler had some reservations as to whether this design would work: the cage has wood 

bedding below the mice the feeder and waterer above the mice, as this design is unlike Dr. 

Noell’s chamber in which the animals are exposed more evenly from all angles. After the mice 
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were placed in the chamber, it was noted at some point that they clustered under the feeder 

shading themselves, so Dr. Fliesler emptied the feeder for the rest of the experiment and 

placed food on the bedding. 

 

After the dissection, Dr. Fliesler emailed to me the pictures of the dissected eyes stating, 

“Worked like a champ! In fact, we need to TURN DOWN the intensity.... too much damage! 

Both superior and inferior central to equatorial/midperiphery damaged.”  

 

This answered both questions as to whether it would work and could it out perform Dr. Noell’s 

design. 

 

Dr. Fliesler dissected all six mice and observed all six mice sustained the same over-damage, as 

compared to what is normal in experiments performed with Dr. Noell’s chamber. Typically, 

there is a thinning of the number of living photoreceptors, which thinning is consistently more 

prevalent in certain regions of the retina. There is an amount of light damage and patterned 

thinning that is considered sufficient for their experiment, whereas with the redesigned 

chamber there was extreme photoreceptor destruction, even the thinning or destruction of 

resistant regions and also disruption of the non-photoreceptor layers. 

 

The over-damage in the 48 hour exposed mice was greater than in the 24 hour mice proving 

that there is a correlation to exposure time and light damage, as the damage in the 48 hour 

mice even extended to the extreme far periphery region of the retina. 
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(One cause of the resistance to light damage variance in regions of the retina is due to photo-

stasis. Photo-stasis is the tendency to try to absorb the same amount of photons daily. As the 

sun usually casts light such that the lower hemisphere of the retina receives more photons than 

the upper hemisphere, the lower hemisphere photoreceptor cells react by producing less 

rhodopsin to desensitize. By absorbing photons less efficiently as the upper hemisphere, both 

hemispheres continue to absorb roughly the same number of photons daily. In the light toxicity 

chamber, the lighting tends to be the same from all angles and will tend to over-expose the 

most efficient photon absorption regions of the retina first. As the action spectrum of 

destruction matches the action spectrum of rhodopsin, the cells with the most rhodopsin are 

the most light damaged. Also, photo-stasis explains how the mice’s eyes can be conditioned to 

become overly sensitive to light damage by first subjecting the mice to a regime of low light 

prior to placing them into the light toxicity chamber.)   

 

This extreme damage was achieved at a 3200 LUX setting which is 30% of the redesigned 

chambers’ capacity. I credit this extra-performance to the LED’s more precise color matching of 

the peak sensitivity of the rod cells; thus, a LUX unit of the redesigned chamber has more punch 

than a LUX unit of Dr. Noell’s design. 

 

 (A LUX unit assumes a peak sensitivity at 555 nm yellowish green, thus Dr. Noell’s more mid-

green would measure a higher LUX unit value per photon than the redesigned chambers more 

bluish green per photon, for the LUX unit is a human based, color, daylight response, vision 
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unit, not a mouse unit nor a night vision unit. This means more bluish green photons are 

needed than mid-green photons for any given measured LUX unit value, and the mouse rods 

are more sensitive to the bluish green photons, thereby granting more rod cell punch per bluish 

green LUX unit. A bluish green system would have to supply more photons per LUX unit than 

the mid-green system, and each photon supplied by the bluish green system is more efficacious 

than each photon in the mid-green system, thus is more mouse rod cell damaging. This same 

explanation of better photoreceptor cell, color matching exposure also explains the greater 

damage to both of the mouse’s daylight color detection photoreceptors, the mid-green cone 

cells and the ultraviolet cone cells on the mouse retina, by the redesigned chamber.) 

 

The pictures sent to me of the dissected eyes are stained cross sections of the entire eyecup 

minus the lens, and some are pictures of cellular level close-ups of a cross section of the retinal 

layers in a particular region of the retina.  

 

The applied staining darkens the photoreceptor cell nuclei the most, and the lack of dark thick 

granular looking bands in a layer is a sign of death. After three weeks of recovery, the dead cells 

and their nuclei are naturally removed. This is why there is a three week recovery after 

exposure to see what died and what lived, in addition to allowing the swelling and deformation 

to recede and the cells, which eat dead cells, to vacate. 

 

I have included comments on these pictures below to highlight key items. 
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Figure 2.2.1: Stained Non-exposed Albino Mouse Entire Eyecup with Lens Removed 

This light blue area is the signal pathway 

ganglion cells’ nuclei and axons referred 

to as the Ganglion Cell Layer (GCL). It also 

contains the signal processing amacrine 

cell dendrites referred to as the Inner 

Plexiform Layer (IPL). 

This first dark band is the layer of nuclei 

of the amacrine, horizontal, and bipolar 

cells, which perform the signal 

compression and multiplexing. Referred 

to as the Inner Nuclear Layer (INL). 

This is the Optic Nerve Head (ONH) where 

the signal transport ganglion axons 

bundle and sends the imaging signals to 

the brain. 

The darkest layer within this 

second dark band is the nuclei of 

the rod and cone photoreceptor 

cells referred to as the Outer 

Nuclear Layer (ONL). 
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Figure 2.2.2: Magnified Retinal Cross-sectional Cellular View of Stained Non-exposed Albino 
Mouse Superior Mid-periphery Region.  

 

This layer is the Retinal Pigmented 

Epithelium (RPE) that provides the place 

and vascular riches to dissolve the spent 

discs discharged from the rod and cone 

photoreceptor cells. 

This dotted layer is the nuclei of the rod 

and cone photoreceptor cells referred to 

as the Outer Nuclear Layer (ONL). These 

photoreceptive cells are very stretched 

out length wise and stacked side to side 

with their same parts aligning as layers. 

This hairy looking layer is called the Outer 

Segment (OS). It is the far end segment of the rod 

and cone photoreceptor cells where the inter-

cellular discs containing rhodopsin abide. This is 

where a photon is absorbed for sight. 

This smooth layer is called the Inner 

Segment (IS). It contains the main body of 

the photoreceptor rod and cone cells 

containing their inter-cellular organelles. 

This light blue area is the signal pathway ganglion 

cells’ nuclei and axons referred to as the Ganglion 

Cell Layer (GCL). It also contains the signal 

processing amacrine cell dendrites referred to as 

the Inner Plexiform Layer (IPL). This is the first 

layer of the retina to transmit light. 
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Figure 2.2.3: Magnified Retinal Cross-sectional Cellular View of Stained Non-exposed Albino 

Mouse Superior Central Region. 

This first dark band is the layer of 

nuclei of the amacrine, horizontal, 

and bipolar cells, which perform the 

signal compression and 

multiplexing. Referred to as the 

Inner Nuclear Layer (INL). 

The light colored area 

between the two dark 

bands is called the 

Outer Plexiform Layer 

(OPL). It is where the 

dendrites from the 

signal processing 

bipolar and horizontal 

cells connect to the 

axons of the 

photoreceptive rod 

and cone cells. 

This dotted layer is the nuclei 

of the rod and cone 

photoreceptor cells referred to 

as the Outer Nuclear Layer 

(ONL). These photoreceptive 

cells are very stretched out 

length wise and stacked side to 

side with their same parts 

aligning as layers. 

This hairy looking 

layer is called the 

Outer Segment (OS). 

It is the far end 

segment of the rod 

and cone 

photoreceptor cells 

where the inter-

cellular discs 

containing rhodopsin 

abide. This is where a 

photon is absorbed 

for sight. 

 

Delaminating Retinal 

Pigmented Epithelium. 

This smooth layer is called the Inner Segment (IS). It 

contains the main body of the photoreceptor rod and 

cone cells containing their inter-cellular organelles. 
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Figure 2.2.4: Magnified Retinal Cross-sectional Cellular View of Stained Non-exposed Albino 

Mouse Optic Nerve Head Region. 

This light blue area is 

the signal pathway 

ganglion cells’ nuclei 

and axons referred to as 

the Ganglion Cell Layer 

(GCL). It also contains 

the signal processing 

amacrine cell dendrites 

referred to as the Inner 

Plexiform Layer (IPL). 

This is the first layer of 

the retina to transmit 

light. 

This is the blind spot on the 

retina where the ganglion 

signal transport cells’ axons 

collect as a bundle and exit the 

back of the eye for the brain. 

This first dark band is the layer of nuclei of 

the amacrine, horizontal, and bipolar cells 

which perform the signal compression and 

multiplexing. Referred to as the Inner Nuclear 

Layer (INL). 

This dotted layer is the 

nuclei of the rod and 

cone photoreceptor 

cells referred to as the 

Outer Nuclear Layer 

(ONL). These 

photoreceptive cells 

are very stretched out 

length wise and 

stacked side to side 

with their same parts 

aligning as layers. 
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Figure 2.2.5: Side by Side Comparison of Stained Non-exposed Versus 24-Hour Exposure 

Versus 48-hour Exposure of Albino Mice Entire Eyecup with Lens Removed 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 2.2.6: Side by Side Comparison of Stained Non-exposed Versus 24-Hour Exposure 

versus 48-Hour Exposure of Albino Mice Superior Mid-periphery Retinal Region. 

The combinations of the photoreceptor rod and cone 

cell’s Outer Nuclear Layer, Inner Segment Layer and Outer 

Segment Layer forms one dark stained band. The absence 

of this dark thick band is the signature that these 

photoreceptor cells have died. In the 24-hour exposure 

only some of the mid-periphery and the far periphery still 

contains a clear multiple layering of these cells. 

The 48-hour 

exposure only 

shows multiple 

layering of 

photoreceptors in 

the far periphery- 

the hardiest region. 

The non-exposed retina has roughly about a 10 nuclei 

thickness of the photoreceptor cells’ nuclei in this 

region of the retina. The nuclei thickness of the 24-hour 

sample is roughly 6 nuclei, meaning about half of the 

photoreceptors have died. 

The 48-hour sample’s nuclei 

thickness is less than one 

nuclei for this region, and it 

is assumed the few 

survivors are cones.  
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Figure 2.2.7: Side by Side Comparison of Stained Non-exposed Versus 24-Hour Exposure of 

Albino Mice Superior Central Retinal Region. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.2.8: Side by Side Comparison of Stained Non-exposed Versus 24-Hour Exposure 

versus 48-Hour Exposure of Albino Mice Optic Nerve Head Retinal Region. 

The photoreceptor nuclei band 

thickness for the unexposed 

sample is roughly 11 nuclei in this 

region of the retina. 

The photoreceptor nuclei band thickness for the 

24-hour sample is less than 1 nuclei in this region 

of the retina. It is assumed the few survivors are 

cone cells. 

The non-exposed sample shows a 

tapering off of a very clear, dark 

band of photoreceptor cell nuclei. 

The 24-hour exposure shows a faint 

discontinuous band of nuclei. 

The 48-hour exposure shows major disruption 

in the tissue organization with the 

photoreceptor nuclei band mostly lost with a 

few remaining disorganized survivors 

clustered, not smoothly tapering off. 
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Figure 2.2.9: Side by Side Comparison of Stained 24-Hour Exposures of Superior Central 

Region versus Inferior Central Region of Albino Mice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Typically, the closer to the 

Central Region of vision, 

the more light damage 

occurs, and ,due to photo-

stasis, the upper and lower 

hemispheres have differing 

sensitivities.  On the 

superior hemisphere, there 

remains a faint, 

discontinuous, single row of 

photoreceptor nuclei. 

According to photo-stasis, lighting normally comes from 

above; thus desensitizing the inferior hemisphere 

making it more resistant to light damage. I do not know 

why the inferior hemisphere shows more destruction of 

photoreceptors than the superior hemisphere, with 

only two photoreceptor nuclei visibly remaining. It may 

be that the redesigned chamber maintains the wooded 

bedding on the floor thus allowing more light from the 

top, so the lighting distribution is more natural and 

compensates for the inferior region’s greater resistance 

to light damage. 
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Figure 2.2.10: Side by Side Comparison of Stained 48-Hour Exposures of Superior Mid-

periphery Region versus Superior Far-periphery Region of Albino Mice. 
 
 
 
 

  
Figure 2.2.11: Side by Side Comparison of Stained 48-Hour Exposures of Peri-papillary Region 

Versus Optic Nerve Head Region of Albino Mice. 

There is almost no 

single row of cone 

nuclei remaining. 

The far-periphery, being further from central vision than the 

mid-periphery, should experience less light damage. The  

remaining 6-nuclei thickness is consistent with this. 

This frame is just the view to the left continuing 

from the Optic Nerve Head picture on the right. 

There is barely a single row of photoreceptor 

nuclei extending from the area both at and near to 

where the optic nerve leaves the back of the eye. 

Tissues here appear 

disorganized, leaving a pocket 

or clump of nuclei, not a 

tapering band of photoreceptor 

nuclei, due to the over-damage. 
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THE FUTURE: CHAPTER 3.1 
THE RATIONALE FOR IMPROVING LIGHT 
TOXICITY CHAMBERS DESIGNS 
             

The scope of much of the light toxicity chamber experiments has revolved around rod cell 

photoreceptors for two reasons: 1) Rod cells are easier to harm with moderate intense light 

than cone photoreceptors, thereby requiring less sophisticated equipment. 2) Rod cells happen 

to be the main photoreceptor found in many of the common research animals, therefore rod 

dominated animal research is more typical and less costly.  

 

But, for humans who are daylight creatures, the hardy cone cell is the dominate photoreceptor, 

and, even more importantly, it is the only photoreceptor used when reading. The center of 

vision, called the fovea, is packed only with cone cells (no rod cells are present there) and has 

the greatest ratio of signal pathways to the brain, so, if the first 1% of retinal surface area from 

the center of vision is lost, a person cannot read (unless the letters are huge). The fovea utilizes 

50% of all the available signal pathways to the brain in the optic nerve. This is why researchers 

are seeking to understand the cone cell more as fovea cone death is very devastating to 

humans. 

 

Cone cells share similarities with rod cells but are not exactly the same; “…the possibility exists 

that there are distinctly different light damage mechanisms in rods and cones.” *See reference 

2, Retinal light Damage: Mechanisms and protection go to page 125 just before point 5.2]. 
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Researchers who have experimented on cones can do so by selecting the color of light a cone is 

most sensitive to, but the problem to selectively damage cones in cone dominated animals has 

proven difficult as these cells are very robust.  A certain researcher once found that he didn’t 

have a bright enough light source capable of inducing light damage in a cone dominant, wild, 

gray squirrel’s retina: “Eight hours of 15,000 lux white light in unrestrained animals, or 2h of 

20,000 lux white light in an anesthetized dilated animal, produced no substantial evidence of 

light damage…” *See reference 2 Retinal Damage: Mechanisms and protection go to page 123 

just before point 4.2.1]. 

 

My belief is that light toxicity chambers that can exceed direct sunlight intensities (direct 

sunlight ranges from 32,000 to 130,000 LUX [13]) while being monochromatic to optimize 

effectiveness and reduce surface radiant heating will be needed to do more research into the 

cone realm, and the engineering will be challenging, as radiant heating of surfaces will require 

much cooling and sophisticated temperature controls. 

 

Although I have not read of research employing pulsed light, in my opinion as an Electrical 

Engineer, pulsed light sources could help address the radiant heat issue by optimizing light 

admittance to the retina, if synchronization with the natural dark adaption reflex is possible and 

utilized, in unrestrained non-drugged animals. LED’s would be ideal for this kind of short duty 

cycle, high intensity pulsing, supplying peak values many times greater than direct sunlight, 

being monochromatic and able to saturate selective cone cells. 
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One guiding rationale behind the design of the redesigned chamber described in this paper was 

to intentionally provide light intensities that are multifold greater than Dr. Noell’s light toxicity 

chamber as mice with various genetic conditions demonstrate different resistances to light 

damage. Thus, a brighter light toxicity chamber might open the door to new research on 

animals which Dr. Noell’s chamber could not effectively provide. 

 

Because I believe future research is being held back by inadequate light toxicity chambers, any 

future work on my part to design another light toxicity chamber will be focused on making the 

brightest chamber I could, employing some of the lessons I learned from building my first light 

toxicity chamber, as this first chamber is presently only using half of the available capacity of 

the LED’s. This limitation is due to direct optical heating of the cage, when approaching the full 

output capacity of the redesigned chamber’s LED’s. 
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THE FUTURE:  3.2 
IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE REDESIGNED 
CHAMBER 
 

As I was designing and constructing the redesigned chamber, I came up with ideas as to how 

the next redesigned chamber should be designed. Also, I received constructive criticisms from 

the committee members. Below is the wish list with comments. 

1) Design the next redesigned chamber to be able to accommodate either a mouse or rat 

cage, as both of these animals have frequent utility in light damage experiments. A rat 

cage looks identical to a mouse cage but has linear dimensions that are 1.625 times 

larger, which means that the second redesigned chamber’s linear dimensions will also 

have to be about 1.7 times greater. 

2) Build it lighter. The redesigned chamber’s clam and light rack together weighs 116 lbs. 

With a linear increase of 1.625 to accommodate a rat cage, the chamber wall sheets will 

weight 2.64 times more.  Switching to aluminum will bring the final weight to 88% of the 

original weight, and, if we also use half sheet thickness, this will bring the weight to 44% 

of the original redesigned chamber, which is 51 lbs. However, other desired design 

modifications for a second redesigned chamber may add a further unknown amount of 

weight.   

3) Add more LED’s to reduce weight and heat load. At 100 LUX the redesigned chambers 

LEDs provide 294 LUX per watt, but at 10,800 LUX this drops to 135 LUX per watt: power 

at this LUX value is only half of the full rated power these LEDs can be supplied. Instead 
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of half rated power, I would limit the next redesigned chamber’s LEDs to be driven at a 

maximum of 25% of their full rated ability. Cyan GaInN LED’s suffer from a significant 

efficacy drop at higher current values than when compared to other LED technologies. 

The current redesigned chamber’s are surface mounted on ¼ inch aluminum stock to 

facilitate heat removal. If these devices were only driven maximally at 25%, this could 

open the door to using a lighter gage stock aluminum, and reduce weight, but this 

would add cost as each LED costs $3.00 and would require more delicate soldering. 

4) Assemble the clam with fasteners only. Welding or brazing steel or brazing aluminum 

changes the sheet shape and adds inaccuracy into the final product, meaning that parts 

must be made to have loose fit to accommodate warping. Fasteners will add cost, but 

the final results will be better fitting parts. Initially, I was pursuing brazing aluminum, 

but heat control and part support were hard to achieve to prevent excessive warping 

while brazing. Fortunately, 10 gauge steel greatly resists warping while welding and 

made my redesigned chamber fit together reasonably well, but this also made it heavy. 

  

Figure 3.2.1: Experimenting with Brazing Aluminum to Build the Redesigned Chamber Clam 

5) Automate the cooling fans. The redesigned chamber has 3 switches for operating 9 fans. 

(See Appendix A for more details.) I was told the researcher prefers machines that are 
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simple and perform needed functions without operator’s intervention. I would 

recommend that the next redesigned chamber’s cooling fans operate by reacting to the 

detection of any internal clam temperature higher than the external clam temperature. 

This would cause the fans to automatically begin to blow at low velocity and then 

incrementally reach full velocity if the temperature difference exceeds one degree. 

6) Add a digital readout displaying the exhaust air temperature leaving the clam. Although 

there will be turbulence mixing clam intake air with internal cage air, this mixing will not 

be perfect, and the air temperature inside the hottest place in the cage will be hotter 

than clam exhaust air. But, by knowing clam exhaust air temperature, at least there is an 

approximate idea of what the cage’s internal temperature is. 

7) Add a digital readout displaying LUX. This is possible, but more details will have to be 

decided upon. For example, it is impossible to light all surfaces in the cage at the exact 

same LUX value, but it is possible to light the four corners of the cage at the same LUX 

value, as this is what the present redesigned chamber does. This leaves a darker region 

in the dead center of the cage. (See Appendix A for more information on this.)  It will 

have to be decided where the LUX value is read from, maybe the cage dead center or 

possibly the corners or another place.  My borrowed handheld LUX meter is presently 

doing this function but is not a part of the permanent design of the chamber.  

8) Increase LUX homogeneity by redesigning the cage feeder and waterer to reduce 

shadowing. By simply narrowing, elevating, and centering the feeder and waterer more, 

by either adjusting the existing cage cover design or by reinventing a new cage cover, 

the LUX homogeneity could be quite improved on. Currently, there is about half a foot 
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of empty volume above the cage in the chamber clam, allowing for a narrower and 

vertically arranged feeder holder and waterer. 

9) Utilize DIN rail and Circuit Card Rack construction. If a final design is known, then using 

the smallest and least expensive boxes for containing controls and electronics makes 

sense, but, usually, custom-made machines are vulnerable to later changes. Circuit card 

racks with empty slots provide flexibility for the later inspiration which always occurs, 

and an oversized control cabinet which uses DIN rail to mount components on would do 

likewise. These well proven machine builders’ methods have evolved over years of 

experience, although the temptation is always to save money and size and skip these 

methods. The present redesigned chamber suffers from inflexibility as the boxes holding 

the electronics and controls are small because it doesn’t use the aforementioned 

builders’ techniques, as the view to save on cost, weight and size prevailed this time. 

10) Spend more for precision OPAMP chips to make a steadier Constant Current Driver for 

the LED’s. The offset in the cheap OPAMP chips employed in the redesigned chamber’s 

constant current LED drivers requires a resistor on the negative input. But, this method 

of nullifying the offset also made these current sources inversely dependent on the 

supply voltage. Thus, increasing the draw of current from one light zone will cause a 

slight decline in rail-to-rail supply voltage, resulting in the other current sources reacting 

by driving more current to the LEDs in the other light zones of the redesigned chamber. 

Although these slight changes have no real effect on the operation of the chamber from 

an operator’s point of view, such a flaw in design cannot be tolerated if this chamber 

were ever modified to employ software to adjust the ratios of each light zone to achieve 
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lighting homogeneity.  I modeled the light zones with a matrix of linear simultaneous 

equations which determined the ratio of currents to be fed to the eight light zones to 

cause the cage lighting to be the same in the 4 cage corners. However, because of the 

offset nullifying circuit, it produced repeatedly consistent results with around 5% error 

or less. To reduce this error, I had to experimentally adjust the light zones to determine 

the ratios that would give me results that had consistently 3% error or less, as the 

simultaneous equations assume simple linearity which linearity is degraded by the offset 

nullifying circuit. This means that the flawed constant current circuit would not work 

well with a system of linear equations and software based on those equations, should, 

at a future point in time, this redesigned chamber arrive at this amount of automation, 

where it could readjust and set lighting zone ratios on the fly to account for various cage 

arrangements of food or without food or other objects being moved around the cage.  

The next redesigned chambers current drivers will be designed with rail-to-rail, zero-

offset OPAMPs to reduce the amount of components and will make for more ideal 

mathematical modeling. Consequently, light zone intensity ratios could be accurately 

automated through software if desired, or, minimally, this would make for a better 

power supply voltage rejection for the LED current drivers. 

11) Use only one control knob to adjust the light intensity. My initial circuit drawings 

consisted of one over-all light intensity adjustment followed by four individual 

adjustments to balance each zone. Initially, I hoped all of these adjustments would fit 

into one box. But, due to using this small box, limiting surface for controls, I dropped 

this idea and went with only four balancing adjustments. After experimentation and 
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more thought, I added two more boxes and decided to go with 8 adjustable light zones 

which required eight adjustments. The reason I dropped the one adjustment in favor of 

the 8 is that I didn’t know if the ratios of the light zones would remain the same, as each 

light zone is being driven at a different current and is, therefore, on a different part of 

the Current/Lumen curve. If this curve were a perfectly straight line these ratios would 

remain as a constant despite the over-all intensity settings. But this is not the case: as 

mentioned before in item 3 of this wish list, the efficiency of these devices can swing 

two fold when driven from minimum to maximum power. 

Figure 3.2.2: LED Output versus Current Input (see Appendix C). 

After much experimentation, it was found that the errors introduced by keeping the 

ratios fixed while proceeding through the full range of intensities was very small. 

Therefore, one over-all current control is possible, but, in some way, there also needs to 

be access to adjusting all eight zones to accommodate ratios that may change as 

different arrangements in cage layout might occur. The operators would have to decide 
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how they would like to see the controls arranged to do this, but I imagine that, within a 

large control panel (behind its closed lid), the eight individual light zone balancing 

adjustments could be placed, and the one individual over-all adjustment could be placed 

externally on the control panel, along with all the desired digital readouts. 
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Operation Manual For The Light 

Toxicity Chamber For Mice 

 

Manual Version: 2.28.2011 

 

Machine Type: 

64 Cyan LEDs @ 505 nm 

Bandwidth 30 nm 

Five Hundred LUX to 10,800 LUX 

1.78 to 79.7 Watts LED Power 

8 Separate Adjustable Light Zones 

All Nine Cooling Fans @ 25.92 Watts Total Power 

 

by Alan Haungs 
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Cooling Fans 

 

Nine cooling fans are located in the bottom of the clam shell, arranged in such a manner as to force air 

upward. Air is drawn in from the bottom of the lower half of the clam shell, then blown past the cage 

and LED rack, where it then proceeds to the top of the clam shell and is forced out. These fans are 

controlled by 3 switches on the right side of the lower clam shell and are mounted on the Unistrut rail. 

They are labeled as; "2 FANS", "3 FANS" and "4 FANS" (see signage).  By using on/off combinations of 

these three switches, one can operate either zero, two, three, four, five, six, seven or all nine fans at 

once. 

The fans are powered by a 12 volt DC power supply which plugs into the lower right Unistrut rail in its 

far back end, labeled as "12 VDC" (see signage). The chart provided with this Operator's Manual that 

shows desired LUX levels versus the required Current levels, assume that the operator has all 9 fans 

operating. With fewer than 9 fans operating at once, the above ambient air temperature rise will be 

higher in the Light Toxicity Chamber than listed on the LUX/Current Chart. 

The 1's and 0's listed next to these fan switches give an indication as to which fans will be operated by 

that switch. For example, the "2 FANS" (see signage) switch is labeled "100000001". This means that this 

switch controls the two outermost fans located in the row of fans found in the bottom center of the 

lower clam half. 

 

Operating a Light Zone 

 

The LED light sources are powered by two 24 Volt DC power supplies, which plug into the receptacles 

located behind the leftmost control knob panel, labeled as "Upper Control". These receptacles are 

labeled as "24 VOLTS DC" (see signage). 

The LEDs will not operate unless the upper half of the chamber is fully lowered and closed. There are 

two ways to over-ride this feature. The first is to depress the red button on the center control panel 

labeled "INTERLOCK OVER-RIDE" (see signage). This will also allow the LEDs to operate (assuming the 

appropriate switches are on and the appropriate  knobs are turned to an intensity greater than zero).  

The second way to operate the LEDs while the clam is open is to find the small box labeled "LID SAFETY 

INTERLOCK", located on the center control panel, next to the red "INTERLOCK OVER-RIDE" switch. The 

"LID SAFETY INTERLOCK" is a magnetically controlled switch, therefore by placing a magnet near this 

"LID SAFETY INTERLOCK", it will be interpreted by the safety control circuitry the same as if the clam lid 

is closed, which will allow the LEDs to operate. Understanding this might be helpful for troubleshooting 
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purposes should one desire the LEDs to light with the clam opened while freeing the hand which 

otherwise would have been needed to depress the "INTERLOCK OVER-RIDE" switch.  

Normally the LEDs are operated with the clam fully closed for the containment of the maximum light 

within the Toxicity Chamber. Also, this protects operator's eyes from light shock and fatigue and 

prevents unwanted light pollution in the Lab.  

There are 8 light zones controlled by 8 knobs and 8 switches. For example, if one wants to illuminate the 

upper North West zone, one would merely have to flip on the switch associated with the upper North 

West zone, located on the left control panel labeled "UPPER CONTROL", and turn the knob labeled 

"NW" clockwise. The switch layout is shown under the phrase "SWITCH ORDER" (see signage). Doing this 

will cause the upper NW zone to light up, if the clam is closed, or the "INTERLOCK OVER-RIDE" is 

depressed if the chamber is opened. This will also cause the ammeter located on this same control panel 

to deflect, indicating that electrical current is being delivered to the North West zone.  

The reading on the ammeter will reflect approximately 1/7 of the actual current being delivered, thus a 

reading of 70 milliamps would in fact be an indication of 10 milliamps of delivered current. Unless one 

depresses the button on the "UPPER CONTROL" panel labeled "DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT", (see 

signage), which will cause the ammeter to measure the actual electrical current accurately 

The "UPPER CONTROL" panel controls the LED light zones that shine light in an upward manner. These 

LEDs are located on the LED holding rack above the LEDs controlled by the "LOWER CONTROL" Panel. 

The "LOWER CONTROL" panel controls the LED light zones that shine light in a downward manner. These 

LEDs are located on the LED holding rack below the LEDs controlled by the "UPPER CONTROL" panel. 

 

Adjusting All Eight Light Zone Intensities to Achieve a 

Desired Value of LUX in the Four Corners of the Cage 

 

The Chart labeled, Electrical Currents Required to Generate the Desired LUX Value, is in the end pages of 

this manual, which lists the currents needed to achieve the DESIRED LUX in the four corners of the 

mouse cage. Included in each row of this chart is the amount of RESULTANT LUX found in the darkest 

area under the waterer; as well as the RESULTANT LUX value in the dead center of the cage; the amount 

of RESULTANT WATTS being consumed by the LEDs in order to achieve the given LUX values; and the 

amount of ABOVE AMBIENT AIR ROOM TEMPERATURE RISE.,  
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Start of Process 

1) Chose a Desired LUX Value. 

2) Note that you will be reading chart Current Values left to right in the applicable Desired LUX row, and 

you will be physically adjusting Current Values left to right, then top to bottom on the control panels, in 

the same manner one reads a book. Doing so makes the adjustments very natural and faster, and will 

ensure accurate results. 

Template of Action: UPPER NORTH WEST ZONE 

3) Start with All switches in the OFF POSITION, the clam door is closed, and all power supplies are 

plugged in. 

4) To set the Current value for the Upper North West zone, flip on Upper North West zone switch only. 

5) Use your thumb to depress panel button labeled DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT on the UPPER 

CONTROL panel.  

6) Adjust the knob labeled NW on the UPPER CONTROL panel to achieve the Required Current on the 

ammeter on the UPPER CONTROL panel. 

7) Release the DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT switch. 

8) Turn off the Upper North West zone switch.  All switches are off at this point. 

1st Iteration: UPPER NORTH EAST ZONE 

9) Start with All switches in the OFF POSITION, the clam door is closed, and all power supplies are 

plugged in. 

10) To set the Current value for the Upper North East zone, flip on Upper North East zone switch only. 

11) Use your thumb to depress panel button labeled DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT on the UPPER 

CONTROL panel.  

12) Adjust the knob labeled NE on the UPPER CONTROL panel to achieve the Required Current on the 

ammeter on the UPPER CONTROL panel. 

13) Release the DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT switch. 

14) Turn off the Upper North East zone switch.  All switches are off at this point. 
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2nd Iteration: UPPER SOUTH WEST ZONE 

15) Start with All switches in the OFF POSITION, the clam door is closed, and all power supplies are 

plugged in. 

16) To set the Current value for the Upper South West zone, flip on Upper South West zone switch only. 

17) Use your thumb to depress panel button labeled DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT on the UPPER 

CONTROL panel.  

18) Adjust the knob labeled SW on the UPPER CONTROL panel to achieve the Required Current on the 

ammeter on the UPPER CONTROL panel. 

19) Release the DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT switch. 

20) Turn off the Upper South West zone switch.  All switches are off at this point. 

3rd Iteration: UPPER SOUTH EAST ZONE 

21) Start with All switches in the OFF POSITION, the clam door is closed, and all power supplies are 

plugged in. 

22) To set the Current value for the Upper South East zone, flip on Upper South East zone switch only. 

23) Use your thumb to depress panel button labeled DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT on THE UPPER 

CONTROL panel.  

24) Adjust the knob labeled SE on the UPPER CONTROL panel to achieve the Required Current on the 

ammeter on the UPPER CONTROL panel. 

25) Release the DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT switch. 

26) Turn off the Upper South East zone switch.  All switches are off at this point. 

4th Iteration: LOWER NORTH WEST ZONE 

27) Start with All switches in the OFF POSITION, the clam door is closed, and all power supplies are 

plugged in. 

28) To set the Current value for the Lower North West zone, flip on Lower North West zone switch only. 

29) Use your thumb to depress panel button labeled DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT on the LOWER 

CONTROL panel.  

30) Adjust the knob labeled NW on the Lower Control panel to achieve the Required Current on the 

ammeter on the LOWER CONTROL panel. 
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31) Release the DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT switch. 

32) Turn off the  Lower North West zone switch.  All switches are off at this point. 

5th Iteration: LOWER NORTH EAST ZONE 

33) Start with All switches in the OFF POSITION, the clam door is closed, and all power supplies are 

plugged in. 

34) To set the Current value for the Lower North East zone, flip on  Lower North East zone switch only. 

35) Use your thumb to depress panel button labeled DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT on the LOWER 

CONTROL panel.  

36) Adjust the knob labeled NE on the LOWER CONTROL panel to achieve the Required Current on the 

ammeter on the LOWER CONTROL panel. 

37) Release the DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT switch. 

38) Turn off the Lower North East zone switch.  All switches are off at this point. 

6th Iteration: LOWER SOUTH WEST ZONE 

39) Start with All switches in the OFF POSITION, the clam door is closed, and all power supplies are 

plugged in. 

40) To set the Current value for the Lower South West zone, flip on Lower South West zone switch only. 

41) Use your thumb to depress panel button labeled DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT on the LOWER 

CONTROL panel.  

42) Adjust the knob labeled SW on the LOWER CONTROL panel to achieve the Required Current on the 

ammeter on the LOWER CONTROL panel. 

43) Release the DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT switch. 

44) Turn off the Lower South West zone switch.  All switches are off at this point. 

Final Iteration: LOWER SOUTH EAST ZONE 

45) Start with All switches in the OFF POSITION, the clam door is closed, and all power supplies are 

plugged in. 

46) To set the Current value for the Lower South East zone, flip on Lower South East zone switch only. 
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47) Use your thumb to depress panel button labeled DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT on the LOWER 

CONTROL panel.  

48) Adjust the knob labeled SE on the LOWER CONTROL panel to achieve the Required Current on the 

ammeter on the LOWER CONTROL panel. 

49) Release the DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT switch. 

50) Turn off the Lower South East zone switch.  All switches are off at this point. 

Last Step 

51) NOW TURN ON ALL 8 SWITCHES. Your Light Toxicity Chamber is now illuminated in each corner at 

the value of Desired LUX. Having all nine 9 fans operating will ensure the above ambient air temperature 

rise will be of a value listed on the chart. 

 END OF PROCESS  

 

HELPFUL HINTS 

1) To make the procedure above faster, one can leave their thumb on the DEPRESS TO MEASURE 

CURRENT switch, not lifting it off repetitively, but being sure to release it before turning on all the 

switches simultaneously. Failure to do so will cause the ammeter to measure the total current in all 4 

zones controlled by a knob control panel, whose current may exceed the maximum current value on the 

ammeter. Temporarily over-driving the ammeter will not hurt it, but leaving the DEPRESS TO MEASURE 

CURRENT switch on indefinitely, while constantly over-driving the ammeter could eventually damage 

the meter. 

2) AFTER COMPLETING CURRENT ADJUSTMENTS, BE CAREFUL NOT TO BUMP THE KNOBS AND 

ACCIDENTILY MISADJUST THEM WHEN OPENING AND CLOSING THE CLAM LID, AS THIS IS EASY TO DO. If 

it is suspected that a knob may have been bumped, the quickest way to determine if a knob is 

misadjusted is to observe the ammeters, while holding the DEPRESS TO MEASURE CURRENT switch, and 

uniquely turning on the NW switch, then off, then uniquely the NE switch on, then off, and continuing 

through all the switches, in the same order as listed in the chart, from left to right.   

3) When turning off all the light zones in between subsequent experiments requiring the same 

amount of LUX, do not turn all the knobs to zero current, thus requiring readjusting the knobs again. 

Instead, turn off all the switches, or partially or completely open the clam lid, or pull out the 24 volt DC 

power jacks, or unplug the DC power supplies from the wall. 
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4.) Regarding the “ABOVE AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURES RISES”, A dual probe digital thermometer 

was used to measure and record the maximum difference of the ambient room air temperature from 

the internal cage while the chamber operated and obtained a steady state temperature rise.  

In this experiment, the “ABOVE AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURES RISES” that were recorded and 

interpolated in the chart labeled “ELECTRICAL CURRENTS REQUIRED TO GENERATE THE DESIRED LUX 

VALUE”, were taken from a home laboratory during winter months where there was a constant change 

in ambient air temperature due to the home heating cycle. Heating cycles in the home lab occur as often 

as every half hour, while the toxicity chamber takes at least three hours to achieve a steady state 

temperature. Ambient air temperature can rise and fall faster than the toxicity chamber's ABOVE 

AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE can rise and fall. These different rates of temperature change tend to 

exaggerate the result of the recorded maximum ABOVE AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE RISE.  

The results were also affected by any slight movement of air, whether it was the opening of a door, 

entering the room stirring the cooler air from the floor, or the furnace blower turning on. By observation 

it was noted that by entering the room, causing air movement and mixture, there was an immediate, 

short lived, transient of about 1: F which was then superimposed on top of the already existing 

exaggerated temperature difference and then recorded as the maximum ABOVE AMBIENT AIR 

TEMPERATURE RISE. These transients further exaggerated the results. 

Because of this constantly varying specific environment, the chart reflects the worse case ABOVE 

AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE RISE observed in a specific home/lab during a specific time, and thus the 

ABOVE AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE RISES in the chart can only be used as a general guide.  Worse case 

ABOVE AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE RISES, that are measured at the VA hospital may differ from the 

chart depending on the speed, depth and duration of temperature fluctuations from the heating/cooling 

cycles of the specific experimental environment at the hospital. 

If a more accurate numerical temperature gauge is desired, I would recommend using a Charting 

Thermometer, or one that is capable of storing the internal cage temperature history electronically 

while the chamber is in use during the light experiments on the mice. The priority of average or 

maximum cage temperature should be decided, as a constant steady state cage temperature is not likely 

achievable. Also determining whether the ABOVE AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE RISE is dangerous may 

be through observing the behavior of the mice. Note if they are showing signs of heat stress by 

sprawling open.  

The “ABOVE AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURES RISES” values are color coded based on the assumption that 

the VA Hospital’s labs are maintained accurately at 72:F and that heat stress will definitely occur at 

temperatures 80:F or higher.  Raises in temperature of up to 3:F are acceptable and are highlighted in 

green. Raises in temperature from 3:F to 6:F are not ideal, but may be acceptable and are highlighted in 

yellow. Raises in temperature exceeding 6:F are cause for concern and are highlighted in red. 
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ATTENTION! BEWARE WHEN MOVING THE 

LIGHT TOXICITY CHAMBER! 

For examination or transport purposes, the LED rack simply lifts out of the lower 

clam half and is kept there by gravity alone. It is recommended to lift the LED 

rack out of the clam if the chamber is going to be moved from one surface to 

another, especially if moving to different elevations. Doing so will make the 

clam lighter, and reduce the risk of the clam and the LED rack separating during 

lifting and causing a dropping incident. Although one strong person can lift and 

move this entire chamber, being 116 pounds all together, it would be best to use 

two strong persons, when moving the clam, even with the LED rack already 

removed, to prevent bodily strain as the clam is large and awkward to handle. 

(Clam weight 91 lbs, LED rack 25 lbs). 

Tipping the clam during movement WILL cause the clam to open as the clam lid 

is counter balanced by a gas charged cylinder to make the clam lid lift easier. 

This cylinder has allot of force and beware of it. Furthermore pulling on the gas 

cylinder sideways, using it as a handle for moving purposes, can bend its shaft, 

which would cause the gas spring to malfunction and need replacement. 

 

And finally, now safely enjoy using your new Light Toxicity 

Chamber for many years! 
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Pictures Showing Cage Installation
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